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Heard of MAV’S COFFEE CLARITY?
It's a podcast hosted by the one and only Denise
DiGrigoli! Sip on some inspiration with every episode
as she dishes out snack-sized nuggets of creativity,
and business intel with humor. Guests spill the beans
on their business and life hacks, so you can hit the
ground running. With Denise's own business
experience and that of her guests, each chat, story
& show is a fascinating journey that never fails to
inspire.

MEET MAV! Introducing the Creator and Host Denise DiGrigoli
A dynamic entrepreneur, author, communication expert, and business strategist. Denise is known for her
engaging, energetic, and down-to-earth personality. She is passionate about helping others reach their full
potential and purpose in life. With her guidance, creatives, entrepreneurs, business executives, and anybody
who's willing to listen can leverage their intellect, creativity, and perception to achieve their goals. Denise's
approach is infused with humor and a growth mindset that inspires people from all walks of life.

If you enjoy the podcast, please take a moment to leave a rating/review wherever you listen to it and share it
on your social media platforms. We appreciate your support in our mission to move forward!

AUDIENCE PROFILE Who's Listening?
Our intended audience includes individuals of
all ages and backgrounds who are driven by
purpose, seek positive change, and possess a
growth-oriented mindset. We value the use of
humor, intuition, and resourcefulness to create
transformational experiences.

YOU: YOU’VE GOT A STORY:
We believe that everyone has a unique story to tell.
That's why we want to hear about your "ah-ha
moment," your most effective business or life hack,
and your story of overcoming challenges. We're
eager to share your experiences to inspire our
listeners to move forward.

Interview Method: 
It’s an open, fluid conversation with Denise, A.K.A.
MAV. Like coffee with a friend. Denise creates
real conversations infused with humor, making her
relatable to all. Prior to the interview, we
schedule a pre-show call to answer any questions
you may have. Scheduling & more info will be  
sent after the pre-show call.

Your headshot
Bio 
Website
Contact details & social links 

Before The Show:
To best promote you, we need: 

OUR FORMAT: short snack sized, power packed jolts of creative intelligence in  18, 27, 36 or 45 minutes long. 

PROMOTION:
It’s a collaboration. We will design, produce
and share this on our social channels and our
website. We request you do the same.  The
cross promotion benefits everyone involved,
expands reach & inspire more people. 
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